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A bstract
EVALUATING A p-TH ORDER
COHOMOLOGY OPERATION
J . HARPER AND A . ZABRODSKY
A certain p-th order cup product is detected by a p-th order cohomology
operation . The result is applied to finite H-spaces, to show that several
properties of compact Lie groups do not hold for arbitrary torsion free
finite H-spaces .
1 . Summary of results
In this paper we give the detailed computations of results announced in [3] .
As the computations involve many technical detai1s we try to present the main
line of proof separately in Chapter 2-filling in the missing detai1s in Chapters
3-7 . In Chapter 8 we bring some applications .
Let p be a prime . Throughout this paper we write H* (X) = H* (X, Z/pZ) .
Let 0. denote an n + 1 order mod p cohomology operation associated with the
n+l times
Toda brackets (P° , . . . , Pp-1 , P 1 ) (a= 1 if n is even a = p - 1 if n is odd) . By
this we mean a stable cohomology operation universally defined on a spectra
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En with a Postnikov system given by :
StK, '~ E, -~ K,»+,
h,
(D1) E,-1
with the properties :
q=2p-2.
(co) fibrations .
1
nK1 ?~ El	K2
hi
Eo = Ko --ko K1
1.0 .
(1) Ko = K(Z/pZ, 0) -the Eilenberg MacLane Spectrum .
(2) for r > 1 Kr K0 t = spq
+ q - 2s r = 2s -f- 1
spq-2s+ 1 0<r=2s
(3) nK, '-> E, -r E,-, and for 0 < r < n E,+1 h~±1 ' E,.
(4) [k, 0 9.] E [SIK K,+ 1] = ,P°' E A(p) where
The Main Theorem .
(1) 0p _ 1 exists and if n 1 (-1) mod p
2n+1)) is in the domain of Op_ 1 and 22n+1
E Wp-1(P n %2n+1) .
for r - even
for r - odd
K,
--, Kr+1 are
Wn is then given by the universal example (in the sense of [1]) (x = Ho (h1 o . . .
o hn )2 , En , u = Ht"+ ' (k,,+1)(Et°+' 8)) .
1.1 . Remark. We shall use the notations of D1 to describe a non stable
(say m - 1 connected) representative of Wn . In that case the maps in (3) are
fibrations, Ko = K(Z/pZ, m) , K, = K(Z/pZ, m + t,) .
The main purpose of this paper is to show :
then Pn 22n+1 E H2np +1 (K(Z/pZ,
P1 22n+1'P 2 22n+1' " "
" . Pp
-122n+1 E
o,,- 1 (P nZ2n+1) .
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The principal applications of the main theorem (which generalizes results in
[11]) is the construction of counterexamples that the following properties shared
by Lie groups, are not valid in general for finite H-spaces :
1.2 . Examples.
1.2 .1 . Let X be a compact connected Lie group . If H* (X) iz:i n(x2
. . . ,X2,,+1) , ml < m2 < . . . <_ m, then there exists a map f: X -+ 52m, + 1
with x2-,+ 1 E Im H* (f)_
1.2 .2 . It was recently proved by H. Miller ([4]) that for X = O(n), U(n), Sp(n)
(and consequently X may belong to a larger family of Lie groups) X splits stably
according to the (integral) algebraic weight of its generators, Le . if H* (X) is
as above E°° X ;z:i Yl V Y2 V . . . V Y, where H* (Y;) contains all the monomials
X2-t,+1 " x2m,,+1 « . . . " x2m,i+1 in H* (X).
1.2 .3 . It is also well known (e.g: see [2, theorem 1.1] with f = ET, T - the
A-th power map) that for any H-space X with H* (X) as above EX ~~ Y, V
VY2 V -- " V YP_ 1 where H* (Y;) contains all the monomials in the x,m,+1's of
length j mod p-1 (these will be called elements of mod p - 1 algebraic weight
J) .
Thus, the following question naturally arises :
1.3 . (See e.g : [9, problem 14]) Which of these Lie groups properties are
shared by finite H-spaces in general?
1.3.1 . If X is a mod p H-space with
H * (X) = A(x2m,t1,x2m,+1, """ ,x2m,+1)
does there exist a map f: X ---L S2m,+1 with x2m ,+ , E ImH*(f)?
1.3.2 . Is there a mod p stable splitting of a mod p finite H- space according to
the (integral) algebraic weight of its cohomology?
1.3.3 . (The weakest common property) : Let X be as in 1 .3 .2 . Is there a stable
map f:X -) n°° E°° S' , + 1 with x2m,+1 E ImH*(¡)? .
All these questions are negatively answered by the following :
1.4 . Example . (See [3]) : There exists a mod p H-space (p > 5) X with
H* (X) = n (x2,+ ,, P 1 x2P+ 1, . . . , PP x2 P + 1 ) " It follows from the main theorem
that there is no stable map f : X ---> 12°° E°° San'+ 1 with PPx2P+ 1 E Im H* (f ) .
(See Corollary 8.6)
A consequence of the above example (and similar oo dimensional examples) is
that for an arbitrary stable splitting of K(Z/pZ, 2n+ 1) (n 51- -1(p)) any sum-
mand containing P'z2n+1 in its cohomology will have to include the product
22nt1'P 1 Z2nt1' """ " PP -1 Zant1 "
Finally one can deduce a non realizability theorem:
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1 .5 . Proposition . (See Corollary 8.5) If n 0- -1 mod p then there is no
mod p H-space (or even a A-power space) X with
H* (X) = A(X2n+17 , l x2n+1, " " " , ,p-122n+1) "
If n is large enough there is no space with the abone cohomology. (Note that
A(z2p - 1 ,,p l 22 p - 1 , . . . , IPp-1 x2p_ 1 ) is the mod p cohomology of one of Nishida's
factors of SU(p2 - p + 1) (/7/). Hence n 5A -1 (p) is essential) .
2 . Outline of proof
Evaluating a p-th order cohomology operation cannot be expected to be an
easy task . Generally it involves many technical details . Still, the core of the
computations has a definite straight forward line of thought . In this section
we shall try to outline the proof of our main results referring the reader to the
auxiliary technical computations in the following sections . The first observation
(3 .1) is that YPp-1 exists . (This is obvious for p = 2 thus we restrict ourselves
to p-odd) . The reason is quite simple: Assuming 0r-1 exists, the obstruction
for the existente of 0, is a class in the cohomology of Er - 1 . It turns out that
for small r the cohomology of Er_ 1 in the appropriate dimension is zero .
The fact that P n z2n+ 1 is in the domain of 4'p-1 is embedded in the inductive
proof of the main theorem but essentially it is a consequence of 4.3 .
The principal idea of the proof of the main theorem is as follows : Let K =
= K(Z/pZ, 2n + 1) and let
EK = B1 C B2 C B3 C . . . C B- = BK = K(Z/pZ, 2n + 2)
be the Milnor-Rothenberg-Steenrod-Milgram filtration ([5], [8]) of the classi-
fying space of K. We shall use the following notations : , -
2.0 .
(i) 2r, , :Br -+ B, is the inclusion, with the abreviation ir,r+1 = ir .
(11) Br U CBr-1 =Br ,Br-1 , .ir:Br > Br,Br-1 denotes the inclusion .
(iii) 6, : B,, Br- 1 --+ EBr - 1 the third leg of the Puppe sequence .
(iv) %=z2n+2 denotes'all fundamental classes in Han+2(Br), 1 < r < oo .
We evaluate 0p-1 on pnz2n+2 E H2np+2 (EK) = II2np+2 (B1) using a 2np+1
connected non stable version of (D1). Thus one reads D1 with Kr = K(Z/pZ,
2np + 2 -}- tr) (t o = 0), tr as defined in 0.1 - (2) .
We start an inductive process :
BP
I9P
(D2)P
	
BP7 BP_ 1
l
b,
(D2)r
EBP _ 1
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Br
Br5Br-1
I á,
EB,- 1
P stm m
uP=2 ®Z ® . . . ® 2
ú P
BP- 1 7 1 Bp_1,BP_2 u i K2 .
ú r
u,
Eo = K(Z/pZ, 2np + 2)
I ko=p
1
BK2
n ~É -1 (mod p)
[uPl n+1 pn 22n+21 So P1 [úPJ 22n+2 = fin_ +122n+2 = 22n+2 = [ip)(ZOZO. . .®2) _
r times
_ [up o jp]. Note that H* (Br , Br_ 1) r~ EH' (K) ® EH* (K) ® . . . ® EH* (K)
thus the notation up = 2 ® . . . ® 2 . Also note that the map induced by E¡,_ 1 o 6,
from H* (Br _ 1 , Br_ 2) to H* (B,, B,- 1 ) corresponds to dr _ 1 :B_ 1 -~ B, in
the cobar construction of A = H* (K) (with the appropriate shift of dimension) .
Any choice of homotopies W : ko oúp -." up ojP, E : * - PP-1 oko induces a map
úp : EBp_ 1 ---> BK2 and its adjoint úp# : BP _ 1 > K2 factors up to homotopy
as Bp_ 1 uP~1 . El -, ) K2 , hence úP# represents 01 (pn22n+2) . To continue the
inductive step one has to show that úp# factors (up to homotopy) as
Inductively, suppose one has a (homotopy) commutative diagram (for 3 < r <
< p)
-
Kp-r+1
1)P - P-+ 1
__-__---__-, BKp_r+2
where[kp_,oz2,1representsoP_ r (pn22 n + 2 ) . Any choiceofhomotopiesW :kp _ r o
9Zr - u, o j, and 1 : * - P " P - " +1 o kp _ r (which exists by 3.1) induces a map
ú,_1
ú, :EB,_ 1 ---> BK,_ r+2 whose adjoint (ú,)# factors as Br _ 1 -' - E,_r.+1
kP-r+1 ,/, ,~,
KP_,+2, hence, (ur)# represents 0p_r+1(pn22n+2) "
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To proceed inductively one has to show that úr factors as
EBr _1:EBr _1,EBr_2 BKp_ r+2
or equivalently, (ú,)# factors as
9 .-i u r-1
Br-1 --->Br-1,Br-2 Kp_r+2 .
This is proved in 7.1 using the following preparatory steps :
2.1 . Fix .1 -a primitive root of unity mod p. The .1-th power map on K
is an oo-loop map hence induces self maps TB ,,TBr, B, - ,, ETB ,_ 1 = TE B, _ 1
on Br,(Br,Br_1),EBr_1 respectively and commute with the T's
up to homotopy . Similarly the stable multiplication by a induces self maps
TE ;,TK ;,TOK ; = 9TK; (which are oo-loops maps) on Ei ,K;,9K; in (D1) .
One can easily see that in (D2)p ú,, U, commute with these self maps T.
Choosing W: ko o 4L p	- TL p o jp, Q : * - PP 1` o ko appropriately (for e any
stable null homotopy will do) one may obtain úp that commutes with the T's :
it p o TEB r _ 1 - TBK, o úp . (see 5.1, 5 .2, and 5.3) .
Now, using self maps theory (section 5) one can make sure that in all induc-
tive steps (D2)r ===> (D2)r-1 all maps obtained commute with the self maps
T. This translates to the algebraic fact that the classes [ur] E H* (Br, Br_ 1 ) ,::
EH' (K) ® - ® EH* (K) have algebraic weight 1 mod p - 1 . (i .e : [u,] _
= Ea; -v i , v; = Ezl ® Ez2 ® . . . ® Ezr , z; E H* (K) is a monomial of primitive
z; = X(i) . . . xé ; ) , xj') E PH* (K) and E; =1 e: - 1 (mod p - 1)) .
2.2 . To prove 7.1 one has to show that 4L r o Ei r _ 2 - * . The first step in the
proof uses 4 .3 to show that W could be chosen (without violating the restriction
required to obtain the properties discussed in 2.1) so that úr o Ei,, r _ 1 - *.
2.3 . To show that úr o 1 - * implies úr oEi,+l,r-1 - * for s < r-2 one
observes : úr o E¡,,_, * is equivalent to the existence of ú, : EB,+ 1 , EB, -->
BKp_r+2,úá 0Ej,+1 ^' fi, oi,+1,1,['T,] has an algebraic weight 1 mod p-1
and d,+1 [ú,] = 0 in the cobar construction . Following computations in the
cobar construction (6 .2), [ú; ] = d, (ú',) and úr o Ei, + l,r-1 -*-
2.4 . Now one deduces the existence of (D2)r for p > r >_ 2, and (!')# : B, -~
Kp represents Op_ 1(p n22n+2) . As H* (B1) ~z-, H* (B,B.) (B, = *) one can
write (ú2)# = u, obtaining classes u r E Br = H* (B,, B_1), 1 <_ r <
< p subject to the conditions : ur have (mod p - 1) algebraic weight 1, u p =
P times
r times
= %®t® ®2, P°-'+1 ur = dr_ 1 4Lr_ 1 . By 6.3 E-1 u1 E H* (K) has the
form Ep z . ~P1 a . P2 z . . . PP-1 % (mod Im P 1 ) and the first part of the main
theorem follows.
To show that 0 4~p_1 (pn %2n+1) (n 5t -1(p)) suffices to show that for
some space X and some class x E H2"+1(X) , 0 1 OP_ 1(P n x) . (p ° x2n+1 is
obviously in the domain of Wp_1 being the image of P nZ2n+1) . This is done in
Chapter 8 where some examples and applications are discussed .
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3 . The existence of 0,
We use the notation of the stable version of (D1) .
3.1 . Proposition . If r (r < q) satisfies the inequality [r/2] < Et=o-- 1
2 2 then exists . In articular exists .
Proof. 0o = p 1 and 01 obviously exist so one may assume p > 2, r >_ 1 .
Now suppose O- 1 exists, Le . there exists a map kn : E- 1 -~ K = Et- K, .
k P .,
The obstruction for the existence of 0 is the composition E _ 1 --> K
EKn+1 (an = 1 if n is even, a  = p- 1 if n is odd) .
Now 2Kn -1 = E-1Kn - 1 --> En - 1 > Kn is given by pPhence
* _ p°,, okn-1o7re-1 and pa- okre- 1 factors as En- 1
h_,
) En-z -> EKn+1 =-
= Et +1+1Ko .
If one can show that Ht^+' +1 (En-,) = 0 , 3.1 will follow . Using the exact
sequences H* (E;- 1 ) - H* (E;) -+ H* (E-1 K;) and H* (Eo ) = H* (Ko )
suffices to prove that Ht^+1 + 1 (f2K;) = Ht^+' + 1 (r-'jKo ) = Ht^+1-ti+a (Ko) _
= 0 for j >_ 0 (to = 0) provided that [n/2]P < rt=o -1 ri=o p`
Thus, putting t, = v, q + q - s + 1, tn+ 1 - t ; -}- 2 = mq + k where m <-np if n is even
vn+1 t k>q-n+1, vn+1=
.~[z]p_1 ifnisodd .
3 .1 . Will follow from the following :
3 .2 . Lemma. For 2 <_ k < q - 1 and m < E-o rit=o p` _ A,, one hasHmq+k (Ko ) = 0 . In particular the inequality holds if m < vn+1 < [z]p <
< ^9-n+1 < ^k .
- -
Proof. Every element in Hm q+ k (Ko ) has the foz°m ca where a is a sum
of admissible monomials in A(p), 1 a 1= mq + k (see [10, p . 77]) . An ad-
missible monomial of dim - k mod q has to contain at leást .k Bocksteins .
The lowest dimensional admissible monomial with k Bocksteins is OPP k-a +"' +1
13ppk-3+ . . .+1 . . . QPP+1 qP1 /1 and its dimension is Akq + k .
4 . Some computations in the Steenrod aigebra
Let w E A(p) be a linear combination of admissible monomials of excess
_< 2n + 1 . (See [10]) . If p l w is a sum of admissible monomials of excess
> 2n + 1 then (modulo ker P') w is a linear combination of elements of one of
the two forms:
(i) w = P- wo , m 1 -1(p) , [(Iwo 1 +1)/2] = m - n .
(u) w = ((m + 1)fip- - p°` 3)wo , m ~t 0, -1(p) , [Iwo 1 /2] = m - n
where wo is an admissible monomial .
One has the following :
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4.1 . Proposition . Let K= K(Z/pZ,2n + 1) . Given 0 :,A u = WZ2n+1 E
E PH'(k/Z/pZ)(w E A(p)) where
2np+1+kpq-2k+1 2 < 2k <p- 1
t=or 1<s<p-12np+l+kpq+sq-2k
{2 < 2k < p-3
(the latter is void for p = 3) .
If P 1u = 0 then P 1 w = 0 in A(p) .
Proof. We may assume that excess w <_ 2n + 1 and P 1 u = 0 implies excess
(Plw) > 2n + 1 hence w has one of the two forms listed above:
(i) u = PmWO Z2n+1 , 1 WOZ2n+1 1= 2m or 2m+ 1 .
(¡¡)u= ((m+1)fipm - P- Q)WOZ2n+1, l wo%2n+1 j= 2m+ 1 or 2m+2
hence
u j= 2mp or 2mp + 1 (case i) .
u [= 2mp + 2 or 2mp + 3 (case ii) .
The hypothesis on t excludes 1 u 1= 2mp + 2, 1 u 1= 2mp can occur only
if t = 2np + pq (k = 1), 1 WOZ2n+1 1 = 2n + q and 1 wo 1= q - 1 . But
there are no elements in A(p) of dimension q - 1 . 1 u 1= 2mp + 1 can occur
only if s + k = p > 3 and then 1 wo 1= kq + q - 2k and again, there are no
elements in this dimension in A(p). Similarly, 1 u 1= 2mp + 3 occurs only if
s + k = p - 1 > 2. Then 1 wo 1= kq + q - 2k - 1 and there are no elements in
this dimension in A(p) .
4.2 . Proposition . If 1 < a < p - 1 then the following sequence is exact
. . . -~ A(P) A(p) r~n xx A(p) A(p) . . .
(pa x means the endorriorphism of left multiplication by Pa) .
Proof. We assume p-odd . The Milnor representation of A(p), [61, yields an
isomorphism A (p) ::~ P ® Q . This is an isomorphism of left P modules where P
is the subalgebra of A(p) generated by P° . Thus, suffices to prove the exactness
of the sequence where P replacing A(p) . For P one can use again the basis of
admissible monomials in the P"s . Now, if a < p and w E P is an admissible
monomial then P aw is (a multiple of) an admissible monomial . If w1 :~ w2 are
admissible monomials then Pa w1 ~ PaW2 (unless both are zero) .It follows that
if u = E;k;w; E A(p), k; E Z/pZ, w; admissible monomials Pu = 0 if and
only if Pa w; = 0 for all i and suffices to prove taht P a w = 0 if and only if
w = Pp-a D for an admissible monomial w. Now w = PmwO = kP ° Pmpwo for
some admissible monomial wo , 0 < m, 0 < b < p. Pa w = 0 if and only if
a+b > p and then w = P-(k Pa+a-PPmpW0) .
4.3 .
	
Corollary . Let K = K(Z/pZ,2n + 1) and let W%2n+1 = u E
E PH2np+1+t, (K) ,w E A(p) (t, as in 1.0-(2» . If pa " u = 0 then u = P° "+ 1 uo
(a, as :n 1 .0-(4)).
ProoF.- If r is even t, = t2k = kpq - 2k + 1 , 1 u 1= t as in 4.1 and 0 =
PQ'u = P l u implies P l w = 0 . w = Pp - 'w,, and u = Pp -l wot2n+l = pa,+=uo .
If r is odd t, = t2k+1 = kpq + q - 2k. If 0 = P°~u = Pp- 'u then for some
s, 1 < s < p - 2, P' -1 u :,A 0 and P 1 (P' -1 u) = 0 . The proof u = P1uo
is by induction on s . 1 P' -l u 1= t as in 4 .1 and P1 (P' - lu) = 0 implies
P 1 (P' -1w) = 0 (where u = wt2n+1, w E A(p)) . By 4 .2 P' - lw = Pp-l wo . If
s = 1, w = -P1(Pp`wo) and u = P 1 (Pp-2 wo)t2n+1 . Otherwise one has for
some E :,A0, P' -1 (w-EPp- 'wo )t2n+1 = 0, by induction u-EPp- 'wo t2n+1 =
= Pl uo and u= P 1 (uo +ElPP- ' -1 wo 22n+1). 9
In this section we extract some notations and statements from [12], needed
in our computations . Assume all spaces and maps are pointed . Consider
pairs X, TX of spaces X with a self map Tx : X --> X and "morphsms"
f, VJ : X, TX -+ Y, T,, where f: X ---> Y and Vf : X --+ PY = map (I, Y)
is a homotopy Vf : f o Tx - Ty o f . Our main object here is to show that some
standard homotopy theoretic constructions extend to our "category" .
Now, given pairs E, TE , B, TB , Bo , TB o , morphims f,,, Vf . : E, TE
B, TB , f,, Vj , : B, TB - Bo , TB o and a homotopy E : * """ f1 o fo (e : E >
LBo = map,(I,0;B,,*)) . We denote by a(1?) = a(E,Vfo ,Vf,) the class of
Q o TE -{- Pf., o Vjo + Vj , o fo - LBo o Q in Kl (map, (E, Bo ), *) .
For convenience assume that BO = K(G, m) where G is an elementary abelian
p-group . Then one has :
5.1 . Proposition ((3.9) of [12]) . One can choose P so that after replacing
T--,TB , TB. by their p'-th iteration a(2) = 0 . If f is altered by w: E > 11Bo
and w o TE - 9TBo ow then a(w -}- e) = a(1) .
Similarly, suppose in addition that one is given pairs L, TL , K, TK and maps
u, V, : L, TL -> E, TE , T, V, : K, TK -> B, TB , h, Vh : L, TL --, K, TK
and a homotopy W : fo oa - r ó h, to obtain a diagram :
(D .3)
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5 . Review of homotopy theory of self maps
0L ,TL - , E, TE
1h W 1Io
K, T, -,	B T,
I
Bo,~
-
TB o
t:*-f, 0fo
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One can define an element a (W) = a (W, Vo ,Vf, , Vh , V,)in7r, (map, (L,B),
fooaoTL ) as the class of Pfo oVv+Vfo oa+PTB oW-V, oh-P7oVh-WoTL . IfB
is an H-space one can translate a(W) to 7r, (map, (L, B), *) and then it coincides
with a of the first type (replacing the square by maps L -~ E x K -> B) .
In this case 5.1 yields :
5.2 . Proposition . W can be chosen so that after replacing TL , TK , TE , TB
by their p-th iteration a(W) = 0 . If W is altered by w:L --> fIB and w oTL -
TB o w then a(w * W) = a(W) (where * denote the pointwise multiplication
of paths in the function space.
The classes a(1), a(W) represent obstructions to the following problems :
Given f,, Vf, : B, TB ---> Bo , TB o one naturally obtains a self map TF, , of the
homotopy fiber Ff, of f, so that the "inclusion of the fiber map" jf, : Ff, -; B
strictly commutes with the self maps: jf, o TF,, = TB o jf, . If E : * f, o
ofo, fo,Vfo :E,TE -> B,TB , then P induces a lifting fe : E -> Vf , of fo : jf, o
o fe = fo - a(e) = a(£, Vf, , Vf,) is the obstruction to lift Vfo to a homotopy
Vf, : fe o TE - Tv,, o fe "
Similarly, fo,Vfo induces a self map TC ,o on the mapping cone Cfo of fo so
that if, :B -> Cfo strictly commutes with the self maps : i fo oTB = TCf . o
oifo . 1 : * -., f, o fo induces a map fe : Cfo --> Bo extending f, : fe o ifo =
= f, a(£) = a(t, Vfo ,Vf,) is also the obstruction to extend Vf , to a homotopy
Vi~ : fe o Tcf - TB . o fe . Analogously, TK ,TE ,TB , Vfo , V, in D3 induce a self
map Tu(fe,,) on the the homotopy pull back U(fo, ,r) of fo and r. W induces
a lifting hw : L -> U(f, ,T) of
(vxh)oA:L >ExK.
a(W) = a(W, Vo ,Vfo , Vh , V,) is the obstruction to lift (Vo x Vh ) o 0 to a ho-
motopy Vh. : h,,, oTL - Tu (fo ,,) o hw . Now, if in D3 u, ,r, W, C are given, they
induce a map p: Ch -> B<, .
5.3 . Proposition . Suppose in (D3) B,Bo are K(G, n) and K(Go , m) re-
spectively where G,GO are elernentary abelian p-groups. If W: f,, o a - r o
oh, P: * - f, o fo are chosen so that a(W) = 0, a(£) = 0 then the natural
map p admits a homotopy Vp : p o TC , - TB , o p.
Proof. Writing down the formulas for the various maps involved one gets
(x,tELxI, yEK) :
£Q(x) [2t] TL (x), 2t
P(x, t) =
Pf,
o W(x) [2t -11 T~h (x, t) = Vh (x) [2t -11
P(Y) = fi o 'r (Y) Tc,, (y) = Tx (y)
The obstruction to extend the homotopy
Pf, o V,. + Vf, o T : f1 o T o Tk
	
TBo o f1 o T to a homotopy p o Tc,, - TB. o p
is the class in 7ri(map*(L, Bo ), *) of the loop
-y=Poo-oTL+Pf oWoTL+Pf oPToVh+
+Pf oVToh+Vf,o -roh-PTB,,oPfloW-LTBo oQoo,
which can be illustrated as follows as a loop in map*(L,Bo ) :
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~aTL(x) [4t]
P o TC, (x, t) = Pfi o Wo TL(x) [4t - 1]
i P(fl o -r) o Vh(x) [2t - 1]
PTCh (y) = fl O 'r o Tk(y)
TB. o P(x, t) _
LTB° o Q o u(x) [2t]
PTBo o Pfi o W(x) [2t - 1]
TB. o P(y) = TB. o fl o T(y)
Thus [y] = -(Q o o, o TL)#rl(fl*)a(W) + 7rl(u*)a(a) where
fl * : map *(L, B) -~ map * (L, Bo)
u* : map(E, Bo) -3 map*(L, Bo)
are the left and right compositions with f and u respectively.
(~ o u o TL)# :7rl(map*(L, Bo), f o fo o o, o TL) ----> Irl(map* (L, Bo ), *)
is the isomorphism induced by the path QouoTL . Hence, ca(W) = 0, af) = 0
implies [Y] = 0 .
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6 . Derivations in the co-bar construction
Let A be a graded connected primitively generated Hopf algebra of finite
type over Z/pZ p-odd . Then the elements of A are sums of monomials in the
primitives . One has a mod p - 1 algebraic weight function w defined on ho-
mogeneous polynomials : w(a) E Z/(p- 1)Z, satisfying: w(1) = 0, W(PA) =
k times
0 k
= 1, w(Im(PA ® --- ® PA --) A)) = k (0 - the multiplication in A) . Thus,
together with the grading this gives a bigrading of A, A,,,, s E z/(p -
-1)Z, t E Z+ .
r times
Let B = ®T° o B be the reduced cobar construction on A: B, = A ® . . . ® A
with a bigrading B,. = ®E , ;-t A,, ® . . . ® Arr,, . Then w extends to Br
m;>0
by w (a l ® . . . ® a,) = Ew(a;) for monomials a; in A . Let d, : Br ---> Br+ 1
be the derivation d, (a l ® . . . ® a r ) = Er-1 (-1)i+ 1al ® . . . ® Tía¡ ® . . . O a,
(Tí -the reduced coproduct in A) . Then d, respects the weight function thus
extending it to the homology of dr , namely to Ext~` (Z/pZ, Z/pZ) . The lat-
ter is a free algebra generated by Ext~ (Z/pZ, Z/pZ) and by some elements in
®k Ext2
2kp (Z/pZ, Z/pZ). All generators in ExtÁ' (Z/pZ, Z/pZ) are of weight
one . (Ext" (Z/pZ, Z/pZ) ;~i PA , and the generators in Ext2 2kp (Z/PZ, Z/PZ)
are represented by r_p=i nlava ® vp-a , v E PA2k ) . Thus we have :
6 .1 . Lemma. ExtÁ r (Z/pZ, Z/pZ) contains no elements of weight 1 for
2 < s < p and for s = 2, r 0 0 (mod 2p) .
6 .2 . Corollary . If u E ker dr C B,, w(u) = 1, 2 < r < p or if r = 2 and
u lo 2 (mod 2p) then u E Imdr_ 1 (] 1 - the total degree s + r in Ext''r) .
If A above is a non stable module over Z/pZ [P']/(P 1 )p C A(p) (Le ., P 1 u =
= up for u E A-2 , P 1 A1 = 0 and P 1 acts as a derivation on a - b and a
®b . P 1 (PA) C PA) . Then P (i < p) respects the mod p - 1
r times
algebraic weight and P' commuted with dr in A ® . . . ® A i:t5 Br .
6.3 . Proposition . Let A be a primitively generated graded connected Hopf
algebra and a module over Z/pZ [P1]/(P1)p . Suppose PA- = 0 for m < 2n -1-1
e times
and let x E PA Z + 1 " Then there ezist elements u, E A O . . . ® A of mod p - 1
algebraic weight 1, 1 < s < p, so that:
p times
(i) up = x (9 X& . . . ® x (ü) pa. + . u, = d,-1u, _ 1 for s > 1 .
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e-1 times
(u,_1 E AO . . . ®A considered as an element in B,-1) a,+1 as in 1.0 (4) .
For any choice of u, of weight 1 (mod p - 1) satisfying (i) and (ii) one has
ul =ep x-Plx-P2 x . . .PP -l x (mod ImPI) Ep=(-2)p_'- .
Proof: Suppose by induction up_,. of weight one were found for 0 <_ r _< ro
so that, up = x ® . . . ® x and P", up _, +1 = dp - r up- r , 1 u, 1= odd . Further
assume:
p-2e-1 times
(for r=2s) U,- 2, =[Pp-1(P1x'x)]°'x®x®+ r_iw; ®w2p-2e-1 times
where w2 E A ® ® A , 1 w2 I> (2n + 1) (p - 2s - 1)
p-2e-2 times
(forr=2s+1) Up_2,-1 =[Pp-1 (P l x'x)] a (P l x'x)® x®x+
+1v1 ®v2
p-2e-2 times
where v2 E A ® . . . ® A, 1 v2 I> (2n + 1) (p - 2s - 2) .
lith-place
If ro = 0, P l up = Pl(x® . . .(9 x) _ ?-lx® . . .0Plx® . . .(9 x
lith-place
= dp-1 1 . i)x ® . . . ® P l x - x ® . . . ® x and up_ 1 exists having the
desired fform . If ro = 2so +1, so _> 0, Pl up _ 2 , o = dp _ 2 , o _ l u p_Z , o - 1 imply
dp_2, o -lpp-l up-2,,1 = 0. As w(Pp-lup_2eo_1) = 1 p > p- 2so - 1 >
> 1, I Pp-1 Up_2, o -1 I= odd, hence ~É 2 (mod 2p), by 6.2 Pp -l up_2eo -1 E
E Im dp -2,,-2'
p-2e-2 times
Now Pp -l up - 2 , o - 1 = [Pp-1 (P l x x)]-+l ® x(9® ®x+
+ ri vi ®v2, I v2 I> (2n + 1) (p - 2s - 2) . One can easily argue that
if P p-l up_2, a -1 = dp - 2 , o - Z U p_ 2, o _ 2 , then up - 2 , o - 2 has the desired lead-
ing term (modkerdp_ 2 , o - 2 ) . If ro = 2so ,0 < so < p2l, Pp -l up_28o +1 =
dp-2, o up-2,o and dp- 2 , o p 1 up_ Z , o =0 . As p > p-2so > 1, I P l up-2 . o (_
= odd 5t 2 (mod 2p), again P l Up_ Z , o E Im dp-2,o_1 .	P l up _ 2, o =
p-2e-1 times
=[Pp -1 (P
l x . x)] , pl x® xO x +r_i wi ®w2 1 ivz 1 > (p-2s-1) (2n+1) .
Again one can see that P 1 Up- 2 ,, = dp_2, o -lUp-2, o -1, up _ 2 , o _ 1 has the de-
sired leading term (mod Im dp_ Z , o _ 1 ) .
Now, one can see by induction that up , are uniquely determined
mod (kerd, = Im dp _ r - 1 )+ Im P° " +1 . Thus ul is determined up to image
P"' = Pl and u l = [Pp-1 (P
1 x.x)] p	a' = EpxP1 x . . . Pp-l x mod Im Pl . a
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7. Proof of the main theorem, part (1)
Fix p odd and n 5t -1 (mod p) . We follow the notations of 2.0 (i) -(iv) and
recall the observation that H* (B,, Br _ 1) .i:BA where A = H* (K), BrA s
r times
EA ® - ® EA( EA = H* (EK) ) . The composition B,,,, Br
6~'
EBr
r>
EBr , Br_ 1 induces a morphism H* (Br , Br _ 1 ) )H* (Br+ 1, Br) corresponding
to the derivation in the cobar construction
r times r+l
dr :A0A0 . . .0A --,fl® . . .®,g, dr(a,0 . . .®ar)=
where p* : 14 ) Á ® .4 is the reduced coproduct (note that tl s: EA with a
shift of dimensions) .
Now, starting of with (D2)p one observes that all maps (except possibly úp )
commute with the self maps T induced by the A-th power maps in K (and
consequently in EK, B;, (B;, B;- 1 )) and by those in E;, K¡ . One can see that
ifB:*-Pp -1 ok,,V, o :k,oTE , r.,TKl o k,, Vp p-1 :Pp -l oTK , - TBK, oPp -1
are chosen to be the stable homotopies then a($, V, o , Vp p-1) = 0.
By 5.2, 5.3 one can choose W : ko o úp - up o jp so that ú, : EBp_ 1 ) BK2
will satisfy úp o TEar _, - TBK , o úp (where the T's may have to be replaced
by their p'-th iteration) .
The same observation will hold in all the fo lowing inductive steps : If (D2)r
is given so that all maps (with the possibly exception of úr) commute up to
homotopy with the self maps T then one chooses the stable homotopies e: * -
... P ap-*+1 okp-r1 Vk p_ ;kp _ r oTEy_, - TKy_,+l O~~lf. p- r1 Vpap- "+1 :P
p- "+10
OTKp_r+1 - TBK,_ r +, O Pap
"+1 and a sultable W: kp _ r o 2G r - ur 0 ir so that
úr induced by 1 and W will satisfy ic r o TB,-, - TBK,- , + , 0 ur . Thus if one
assumes inductively (induction on p-r) that (D2)r exists for all p ~: r >_ ro > 3
so that all maps commute up to homotopy with the self maps T one has to
prove the following proposition in order to continue the inductive process :
7.1 . Proposition . úro o Eiro _ 2 - * .
If 7.1 is proved then úro may be factored as
E
E7r o -1 (+1 ru -1 ~/!
BrO _1%EBro_11EBr0-2 BKp-r.+2
and (u,.-,)# commutes with the T's (5.1) . The same holds for the adjoint
map u,U_1 :B,,-11B,,-2 -' Kp-ru+2 .
By inductivn [kp _ ro o ú,U] represents OD p- ro (Pn22.+2) and consequently
`Yp-ro +1(Pn22n+2) is represented by [(ú,.)#]E [Br o _1,Kp-r o +2], in particular
(ur.)# factors as
is the llftlng of u,, oi ro _ 1 induced by Lur, 04+W0¡,,1:* - kp_ ro Oú,a 04,1
where Po is the standard homotopy E o : * -., ir . o rro . One can easily see that
a(Qo) _ 0 and W was chosen to have a(W) = 0, hence, by a dual of 5 .3
urU-1 commutes with the self maps. Applying 7.1 one obtains (D2)ro-1 as
required . This inductive process yie1ds diagrama (D2)r for 2 <_ r _< p . If one
denotes the adjoint of ú2 : EB, -> BKp by u 1 : B1 --> Kp (and as all maps are
pointed u1 : B,, B, -> Kp where Bo = *) then [u1] represents 4>p_1(Pn22n+z)
In this way one obtains a sequence of maps [u,] E [B r , Br _ 1 ;
	
K,-r+11 _= H2np+2+t,_,+1 (B,,Br- 1 ) satisfying :
r times
One shifts dimensions and considera E-r ur E 14 ® ® A = B (A = H* (K))
then (i), (ii) are shifted to satisfy the hypothesis of 6.3 (ur of mod p-1 algebraic
weight 1 is equivalent to the property that ur commutes with the self maps) .
Hence, E.- 'u, = EP 2 2n+1 * P 1 %2n+1 . . .
Pp_ 1 22.+1 (mod Im P 1 ) . As ImP 1 is
part of the indeterminancy of <D p - 1 part (1) of the main theorem follows .
Now
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Bro-1
"o_1
. EP- ro+1 Kp-r .+2 uro - 1
(1) up = 22x6+ 2 ® "' ® 22n+2,
(11) P°v "+1 Ur = [ur-1 O E21 O br ] .
Proof of 7.1 : First consider the composition :
Ef1 , ,,_ 1	ú oEB, -+ EBro _ 1 -> BKp _ ro+2 (ro > 3) .
H* (EB1) zt; H* (EB1, EBo ) ~ E2 H(K) Pz:; E2 A
andtheimageofH*(Ei1 . ro _ 1 )¡SE2 PA. Now,(ú,p)# :B,a_1 ->Kp_ru+2rep-
resents b,-r,+1 (Pn22n+2), hence, * - Pa - oú,, and P'-- [ú,, =
= 0, [ú ro o Ei 1 , ro _ 1 ] E E2 PA. Let u = E-2 [ú ro o Ei 1 ,, . _ 1 ] E PA then
u has weight 1 (mod p - 1) and its dimension is 2np + 1 + tp_ ro . By 4 .3
u = Pap- "o+1 v, v E PA. Now the map H* (BK) = H* (B~ ) ) H* (B1 )
H* (K) induces a surjection PH* (BK) --> PH* (K) and E2 v belongs to
Im H* (EBro ) --> H* (EB1 ), say E2 v = H* (i1,ru )v . Thus one can alter
W: kp_ ro o ic ro -., u, . o j,, by v" E [EB,o , Kp_ rU+1 ] (as v" is of weight 1 it com-
mutes with the self maps, by 5.2 a((-v) * W) = 0) and úro is thus altered to
obtain úrp o Ei1,r o -1 - * .
Suppose inductively that ú ro OE2 r,ro -1 for some r, 1 < r < r o -2. Then
the composition EB, --> EBr+1 -> EBro _ 1 --> Bkp _,o+2 is null homotopy .
We also assume that all maps commute with the self maps T.
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By 5.1 (and by replacing the self maps by their p° iterations, if necessary) u, o
OEir+1,ro-1 extends to a map EB,+1, EBr 1 ) BKP _ ro+2 which homotopically
commutes with the self maps . The a power map induces a multiplication by a
on the fundamental class of BK,_ ro+2 , the fact that u', commutes with the self
maps is equivalent to the fact that [uf] E H* (EBr+1, EBr) is a .\ characteristic
vector of H* (TEB ,+, , EB , ), hence it is a class of mod p - 1 algebraic weight
1. r < ro -2 implies that the composition B,+,, B, 6 l EBr+1 - Bro-1
is null homotopic, hence, 96' o Ejr+, O 6r+, - úro O E2r+l,ro-1 O vr+1 *,
dr+ 1 [E-1 ú;. ] = 0 in the cobar construction . As p - 1 > r + 1 > 2 and
E-l úe=2np+2+tp_ro+ 2 :pl 2 mod 2p by 6.2 E-1 ú;. E Im dr, ú;
_úr0E2 .Ír 0 E&+1,
E6,+1 E9r
EBr+1,EBr -~ E2Br -~ E2Br ,E2Br_1 -> BK,_ro+2
fl',
hence, 1Lro O E2r+1,ro-1 ti l~r O E.ir+1 ^' u1r o E2jr O E6r+1 O Ejr+1 - * . By
induction úro OEir,r o _ 1 - * for all r <_ r,, -2, úro OE2ro _ 2,ro _ 1 = uro OEZro-2 ^'
- * and 7.1 follows .
8 . The main theorem (part (2)) and applications
The proof of the main theorem (2) (see 8.3) is a consequence of some appli-
cations of the main theorem part (1) .
8.1 . Proposition . Let a be a primitive root of unity mod p . Let X,T
be a Q - a power space, i . e. T: X -} X induces multiplication by a on
the quotient module QH* (X) of algebra generators . If for some n, n ~É -1
mod p, QH`(X) = 0 for all i 1 2n -f- 1 mod p - 1 and if x E H2n+1(X) is
an indecomposable a characteristic vector of H* (T) then `Yp_ 1 (pn x2 n+1 ) _
= Epx- p lx . . .p° -1 x+Im p l +®;#1 W where W; C H* (X) is the a`
eigenspace, 1 <_ i <_ p - 1 . (One may assume that Hm (T) has a diagonal
form for every m) .
Proof. ET induces a mod p splitting of EX, EX izzip VP= i Y, H* (Y) _
= EW . (Yo is the mapping telescope of Jj :#,ó (ET - a')) . pnx is ob-
viously in the domain of 4Yp_, . A representative of `¿p_,(pnx) could be
x (-1)# kv
obtained by X - K(Z/pZ, 2n + 1) E,,-, > Kp , hence, by the
main theorem (1) E,x-p 1 x . . .pp -l x E (p n x) . Let :X - Ep_1
k ,-
k°-1 ) Kp be any other representative of 4>p_,(pnx), hence the composition
X -> Ep-1
y 1 o . . .oh
-
p_
%
1
K(Z/pZ,2np + 1) is pn x . Denote f = (u l )# O x then
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f# - f# : EX )BE,-, satisfies B(h1 o . . . o h,_j o (f# - f# ) ^' * and f# - f#
lifts to EX -~ BE,,_ 1 . (E,_ 1 -the homotopy fiber of h1 o . . . hp_ 1) . Now one
can easily see that 7r2np+ 1+ ; (EP_ 1) = 0 for i - O(p - l),0 < i < tp - 1 - 1 . On
the other hand W1 C ®, H2n+1+(p-1)s (X) (as W1 is spanned by monomials in
the indecomposable A-eigenvectors of length- 1 mod p-1) . It follows that the
map jp_ 1 : f2Kp_ 1 ----> E,-, (the lifting of jP_ 1 in (D1)) induces a surjection
ii i#_f# Bky_,
[Y,,Kp_1] -~ [Y1,BEp_1] . Hence, Y1 -> EX - > BEp_ 1	 > BKp
factorsasY, -->Kp_ 1 -->BKp ,and[kp of]-[kp of]=y1 (E-1 w)+®; #1W .
Hence [kp 0 Í] = Epx' P 1 x . . . PP -1 x+ Im P1 +®:# 1 W .
8.2 . Example . Let X = B(2n+1) be the 2n connected Wilson's irreducible
factor of the 2n connected element of the fl-spectrum of BP. Ifn 0 -1 mod p
then for the fundamental class x E H2n+1 (X) one has Epx-P 1 x . . .PP-1 x
q Im P1 + ®;# 1 W hence, by 8.1 0 1 1 (Pn x) .
8.3. Proof of the main theorem (part(2» : 0 E <Pp-1 Pn %2n+1 will contradict
8.2 .
8 .4 . Corollary . Let X,T,n,x be as in 8.1 . If 0 E IP_1(pnx2n+1) (in
particular if P n x2n+1 = 0) then x- P 1 x . . . PP-1 x E Im P 1 .
Proof. By 8 .1, 0 E 4>p_1(Pn x) = E,XP 1 x . . .PP - ' X+Im P1 +®:,,1W =
=EPxP 1 x . . .PP -1 x+P l W1+®, ., 1 W . As xP 1 x . . .PP -1 xEW1 , P l W1 CW1
and W1 fl ®; #1 W = 0 one has xP 1 x . . . PP-1 x E P'W1 .
8 .5 . Corollary . There is no Q-.1 power space X having H'(X)
= A(x, P 1 x, . . . , PP -1 x), dimX= 2n + 1, n ;É -1 (mod p) .
Proof. P n x = 0 by hypothesis but there are no elements w with P1 w
= x - P 1 x . . . PP-1 x to satisfy the conclusions of 8 .4
8.5 .1 . Remark. I f n is large enough (n > 2 (p2 -p-1) (p-1)) then there is no
space (not necessarily a power space) with H' (X) = A(x, P1 x, P2 x, . . . , PP-1 x) .
This follows from the fact that Hm (X) = 0 for m ~l- 2n -1- 1 (mod p - 1) in the
relevant range (as in the proof of 8 .1), hence, Im P1 is the total indeterminancy.
In [3] a mod p (p >_ 5) H-space is constructed with H' (X) = A(x, P1 x, . . .
. . .,PPx) ,1 x1=2p+1 .
8.6 . Corollary . There is no stable map f :X ---> SZ°° E°° S2P2+1 with PPx E
E Im H` (f ) .
Prooi As `Y p_ 1 is stable 0 E 1p_ 1(u) where 0 qÉ u E H2P' + 1 (qw E°° S2 P '+1 ) .
A map f with H` (f ) u = PP x will yield (by 8 .4) x - P 1 x . . . PP -1 x E Im P1
which is impossible .
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